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h-pairing superconductivity in the Hubbard chain with pair hopping
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The ground-state phase diagram of the one-dimensional Hubbard chain with pair-hopping interaction is
studied. The analysis of the model is performed using the continuum-limit field theory approach and exact
diagonalization studies. At half-filling the phase diagram is shown to consist of two superconducting states
with Cooper-pair center-of-mass momentum Q50 (BCS-h0 phase! and Q5p (hp phase! and four insulat-
ing phases corresponding to the Mott antiferromagnet, the Peierls dimerized phase, the charge-density-wave
~CDW! insulator, and an unconventional insulating phase characterized by the coexistence of a CDW and a
bond-located staggered magnetization. Away from half-filling the phase diagram consists of the superconduct-
ing BCS-h0 and hp phases and the metallic Luttinger-liquid phase. The BCS-h0 phase exhibits a smooth
crossover from a weak-coupling BCS type to a strong-coupling local-pair regime. The hp phase shows the
properties of the doublon ~zero-size Cooper-pair! superconductor with Cooper-pair center-of-mass momentum
Q5p . The transition into the hp-paired state corresponds to an abrupt change in the ground-state structure.
After the transition the conduction band is completely destroyed and a new hp-pair band, corresponding to the
strongly correlated doublon motion, is created.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of a crossover from a weak-coupling BCS
picture of Cooper-pair formation1 to a Bose-Einstein ~BE!
condensation of preformed local pairs has drawn special in-
terest during the last two decades ~see for a review Refs.
2–4!. Increased renewed interest to this problem mainly
comes from experimental observations regarding the unusual
properties of high-Tc materials. Particularly important in this
respect is the extreme short ~of the order of one lattice spac-
ing! coherence length of the pairs in the superconducting
state5 and a pseudogap structure in the normal-state density
of states of underdoped cuprates.6

Leggett7 was the first to point out that BCS superconduc-
tivity can be continuously connected to BE condensation by
increasing the two-particle attraction between electrons from
weak to strong coupling. The size of Cooper pairs shrinks
continuously until spatially well-separated bosons form,
which undergo Bose condensation at a sufficiently low tem-
perature. Nozieres and Schmitt-Rink8 have extended Leg-
gett’s work to lattice electrons and analyzed the crossover
between the BCS and BE limits as a function of coupling
strength. The attractive (U,0) Hubbard model

H52t(
n ,s

~cn ,s
† cn11,s1H.c.!1U(

n
r̂↑~n !r̂↓~n ! ~1!

was usually considered to describe the evolution from the
BCS-type pairing to the local pair ~composite boson! limit.9
Here cn ,s

† (cn ,s) is the creation ~annihilation! operator for an
electron with spin s at site n and r̂s(n)5cn ,s

† cn ,s .
A rather different realization of local pairing is the

h-pairing mechanism of superconductivity introduced by
Yang.10 Yang discovered a class of eigenstates of the Hub-
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bard Hamiltonian which have the property of off-diagonal
long-range order ~ODLRO!,11 which in turn implies the
Meissner effect and flux quantization.12,13 These eigenstates
are constructed in terms of doublon ~on-site singlet pair! cre-
ation operators. Following Yang’s notation we call these
h-paired states. One can consider two different realizations
of the h-paired state, constructed in terms of zero-size Coo-
per pairs with center-of-mass momentum equal to zero (h0
pairing! and p (hp pairing!, respectively. Yang also proved
that on a hypercubic lattice these states cannot be ground
states for the Hubbard model with finite interaction.10 The h0
superconductivity is realized in the ground state of the Hub-
bard model on a cubic lattice only at infinite on-site
attraction.14 In the case of finite U the ground state of the
Hubbard model is of the h0-pairing type on a very particular
lattice and in the restricted range of band fillings.15 Shortly
after Yang’s paper, several integrable generalizations of the
Hubbard model showing a true ODLRO and h0 supercon-
ductivity in the ground state for a finite on-site interaction
were proposed.16

The hp superconductivity is realized in the ground state
of the Penson-Kolb-Hubbard ~PKH! model, i.e., the extended
Hubbard model with pair-hopping interaction.17–19 In one di-
mension the Hamiltonian of the PKH model reads

H52t(
n ,s

~cn ,s
† cn11,s1H.c.!1U(

n
r̂↑~n !r̂↓~n !

1W(
n

~cn ,↑
† cn ,↓

† cn11,↓cn11,↑1H.c.!1m(
n ,s

r̂s~n !.

~2!

There are Ne particles and N0 sites, and the band filling n
5Ne/2N0 is controlled by the chemical potential m . In the
©2001 The American Physical Society18-1
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absence of the W term the Hamiltonian ~2! corresponds to
the Hubbard model, while in the absence of the U term it
reduces to the Penson-Kolb ~PK! model.20

It is notable that the pair-hopping term and the Hubbard
term could be obtained from the same general tight-binding
Hamiltonian21 by focusing on a selected term of the two-
particle interaction. The sign of Coulomb-driven on-site and
pair-hopping interactions is typically repulsive U ,W.0.
However, we will treat the parameters U ,W as effective
~phenomenological! ones, assuming that they include all pos-
sible renormalizations19 and their values and signs could be
arbitrary.

In the ultimate limit of strong pair-hopping interaction
uWu@uUu,t the PKH model becomes equivalent to the non-
interacting spinless fermion ~doublon! model or, equiva-
lently, the spin-1/2 XY model:

H5E01W(
n

@h0
1~n !h0

2~n11 !1H.c.# . ~3!

Here, E05 1
2N0U and the pseudospin operators are

h0
1~n !5cn ,↑

† cn ,↓
† , h0

2~n !5cn ,↓cn ,↑ ,

h0
z ~n !5~cn ,↑

† cn ,↑1cn ,↓
† cn ,↓21 !/2. ~4!

This picture holds true at W/t→` or 2` due to the W→
2W invariance of the XY model.

The spinless fermion model is superconducting by con-
struction: electrons only appear as singlet pairs on the same
site, while the interaction term acts as a hopping term for
these pairs. At W,0, uWu@U ,t the h0-superconducting cor-
relations

^h0
1~0 !h0

2~n !&.n21/2 ~5!

dominate in the ground state. Using the unitary transforma-
tion cn→incn , i.e.,

h0
1~n !→~21 !nh0

1~n ![hp
1~n !, ~6!

which changes the sign of the pair-hopping term, one obtains
that at W.0 the hp-superconducting correlations

^hp
1~0 !hp

2~n !&.n21/2 ~7!

dominate in the ground state.
At tÞ0, W→2W is not a symmetry of the PKH model.

Therefore, the way the system approaches its limiting behav-
ior at uWu@t , uUu is genuinely different for negative and
positive W.

As we show below, in full agreement with previous
studies,22–24,18 at U ,W,0 the PKH model describes a con-
tinuous evolution of the usual BCS-type superconducting
state at uUu,uWu!t into a local-pair h0-type state at uWu/t
→` and/or uUu/t→` .

In contrast, the transition into the hp-paired state takes
place at finite Wc(U ,t) and is of first order ~level-crossing
type!. After the transition the contribution of the one-electron
hopping term to the ground-state energy almost vanishes and
the ground-state energy approaches its limiting value corre-
sponding to the free spinless fermion ~doublon! model. This
01451
phenomenon we call the destruction of the single-particle
band and the creation of a strongly correlated two-particle
hp-pair band.

The transition into a hp-paired phase is a typical finite-
bandwidth phenomenon: at U50, where the transition point
is determined by the competition between the single-electron
and doublon delocalization energies, the critical value of the
pair-hopping Wc(U50).1.8t .18 As we show in this paper
the on-site interaction leads to a substantial renormalization
of the critical value: Wc(U) is linear in U for uUu<t while
the strong on-site attraction reduces Wc down to values of
order ;t2/uUu. We believe that this transition is generic for
models with the pair-hopping interaction and does not de-
pend on the dimensionality of the system.

In the weak-coupling limit uUu,uWu!t the ground-state
phase diagram of the PKH model is well described within
the continuum-limit ~infinite bandwidth! approach.25 How-
ever, due to the finite-bandwidth nature of the transition into
an hp-paired phase, a detailed analysis of the transition is
out of range of the applicability of the continuum ap-
proaches. Since the characteristic length ~size of a ‘‘Cooper
pair’’! is almost zero in the hp-paired phase, the nature of
the transition can be studied very accurately, using exact
Lanczos diagonalization for short chains. These approaches
are complementary to each other. In this paper we present
results obtained within both approaches. In the forthcoming
section we study the ground-state phase diagram of the PKH
chain using the bosonization technique. In Sec. III we study
the transition into a hp phase using exact Lanczos diagonal-
ization for chains up to L512 sites. Finally, Sec. IV is de-
voted to a discussion and to concluding remarks.

II. WEAK-COUPLING PHASE DIAGRAM

In this section we consider the ground-state phase dia-
gram of the PKH model using the continuum-limit bosoniza-
tion approach. While this procedure has a long history and is
reviewed in many places,26 we briefly sketch the most im-
portant points.

Assuming uUu,uWu!t we linearize the spectrum in the
vicinity of the Fermi points 6kF and pass to the continuum
limit by the substitution cn ,s→e ikFxCRs(x)
1e2ikFxCLs(x), x5na0, where a0 is the lattice spacing and
CR ,L;s(x) are the right and left components of the Fermi
field. These fields can be bosonized in a standard way:

CR ,L;s~x !5
1

A2pa0
e6iA4pFR ,L;s, ~8!

where FR(L);s are the right- ~left-! moving Bose fields. We
define Fs5FR ,s1FL ,s and introduce linear combinations
wc5(F↑1F↓)/A2, and ws5(F↑2F↓)/A2, to describe the
charge and spin degrees of freedom, respectively. Then, after
a rescaling of fields and lengths, the bosonized version of the
Hamiltonian ~2! acquires the following form:

H5Hc1Hs , ~9!

where
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Hs5E dxH vs

2 @~]xws!
21~]xqs!

2#

1
ms

2p2a0
2 cos@A8pKsws~x !#J ~10!

describes the spin degrees of freedom.
The charge degrees of freedom for nÞ1/2 are described

by the free scalar field

Hc5
vc

2 E dx@~]xwc!
21~]xqc!

2# ~11!

and for n51/2 by the quantum sine-Gordon field

Hc5E dxH vc

2 @~]xwc!
21]xqc!

2]

1
mc

2p2a0
2 cos@A8pKcwc~x !#J . ~12!

Here uc ,s(x) are the dual counterparts of the fields fc ,s(x):
]xuc ,s5Pc ,s where Pc ,s is the momentum conjugate to
the field fc ,s , vc ,s5vFKc ,s

21 are the velocities of the charge
and spin excitations, and

Kc21.
U12W
2pvF

, mc52
U22W

pvF
, ~13!

Ks21.
U12W
2pvF

, ms5
U12W

pvF
, ~14!

vF52~ t2W/p !a0 sin~pn !. ~15!

The mapping of the Hamiltonian ~2! into the quantum
theory of two independent charge and spin Bose fields allows
us to study the ground-state phase diagram of the initial elec-
tron system using the far-infrared properties of the bosonic
Hamiltonians ~10!–~12!.

Let us first consider the half-filled band case when both
the spin and the charge sectors of the system are governed by
the quantum sine-Gordon ~SG! fields. Depending on the re-
lation between the bare coupling constants K and m the in-
frared behavior of the quantum SG field exhibits two differ-
ent regimes, as follows.27

For umu<2(K21) we are in the weak-coupling regime;
the effective mass M→0. The low-energy ~large distance!
behavior of the gapless charge ~spin! excitations is described
by a free scalar field. The corresponding correlations show a
power-law decay

^e iA2pK*w(x)e2iA2pK*w(x8)&;ux2x8u2K*, ~16!

^e iA2p/K*u(x)e2iA2p/K*u(x8)&;ux2x8u21/K*, ~17!
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and the only parameter controlling the infrared behavior in
the gapless regime is the fixed-point value of the effective
coupling constants Kc(s)* .

For umu.2(K21) the system scales into a strong-
coupling regime: depending on the sign of the bare mass m,
the effective mass M→6` , which signals the crossover into
a strong-coupling regime and indicates the dynamical gen-
eration of a commensurability gap in the excitation spectrum.
The field wc(s) gets ordered with the vacuum expectation
values28

^w&5HA p

8K ~m.0 !,

0 ~m,0 !.
~18!

The ordering of these fields determines the symmetry prop-
erties of the possible ordered ground states of the fermionic
system.

Using Eqs. ~13!, ~14!, and ~18! one easily finds that there
is a gap in the spin excitation spectrum (M s→2`) for U
12W,0. In this sector the ws field gets ordered with
vacuum expectation value ^ws&50. In the sector U12W
>0 the spin excitations are gapless and the low-energy prop-
erties of the spin sector are described by the free Bose field
system with the fixed-point value of the parameter Ks*51.

At half-filling the charge sector is gapless for U ,W<0
and along the line U52W for U ,W.0. At U ,W<0 the
low-energy properties of the gapless charge sector are de-
scribed by the free Bose field Hamiltonian ~11! with the
fixed-point value of the parameter

Kc*.11A2UW/pvF . ~19!

For U ,W.0 the line U52W (mc50) corresponding to the
fixed-point line mc50,Kc21,0. Here the infrared proper-
ties of the gapless charge sector are described by the free
massless Bose field with the bare value of the Luttinger-
liquid parameter Kc . Moreover, the line U ,W.0,U52W
separates two different insulating ~charge gapped! sectors of
the phase diagram: for U.max$2W ,0%, mc,0, M c→2` ,
and therefore the wc field gets ordered with vacuum expec-
tation value ^wc&50; for 2W.max$U ,0%, mc.0, M c→
1` , and therefore the wc field gets ordered with vacuum
expectation value ^wc&5Ap/8Kc.

Away from half-filling the charge sector is gapless and is
described by the free massless Bose field ~11!. The corre-
sponding correlations ~16! and ~17! show a power-law decay
at large distances with critical indices determined by the bare
value of the coupling constant Kc . The spin channel remains
massive at U12W,0 and gapless for U12W>0.

To clarify the symmetry properties of the ground states of
the system in different sectors we introduce the following set
of order parameters describing the short-wavelength fluctua-
tions of the site-located charge and spin density,
8-3
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DCDW~n !5e i2pnn(sr̂s~n !→H sin@A2pKcwc~x !#cos@A2pKsws~x !# , at n51/2,

e iA2pKcwc(x) cos@A2pKsws~x !# , at nÞ1/2,
~20!

DSDW~n !5e i2pnn(ssr̂s~n !→H cos@A2pKcwc~x !#sin@A2pKsws~x !# , at n51/2,

e iA2pKcwc(x) sin@A2pKsws~x !# , at nÞ1/2,
~21!
and two superconducting order parameters corresponding to
singlet (DSS) and triplet (DTS) superconductivity:

DSS~x !5CR↑
† ~x !CL↓

† ~x !2CR↓
† ~x !CL↑

† ~x !

→expS iA2p

Kc
uc~x ! D cos@A2pKsws~x !# , ~22!

DTS~x !5CR↑
† ~x !CL↓

† ~x !1CR↓
† ~x !CL↑

† ~x !

→expS iA2p

Kc
uc~x ! D sin@A2pKsws~x !# . ~23!

In the particular case of a half-filled band, we consider an
additional pair of order parameters, corresponding to the
short-wavelength fluctuations of the bond-located charge and
spin density:

Ddimer~n !5~21 !n(
s

~cn ,s
† cn11,s1H.c.!

→cos@A2pKcwc~x !#cos@A2pKsws~x !# ,

~24!

DBd2SDW~n !5~21 !n(
s

s~cn ,s
† cn11,s1H.c.!

→sin@A2pKcwc~x !#sin@A2pKsws~x !# ,

~25!

With these results for the excitation spectrum and the be-
havior of the corresponding fields, Eqs. ~16!–~18!, we now
discuss the weak-coupling ground-state phase diagram of the
model ~2!.

A. Half-filled band case

At half-filling the weak-coupling phase diagram of the
PKH model consists of the following sectors ~see Fig. 1!.

A. UË0 and WË0: MsÅ0, kwslÄ0, McÄ0, Kc*Ì1; The singlet
superconducting sector

This sector of the coupling constants corresponds to the
strong-coupling regime in the spin channel and gapless
charge channel. The dynamical generation of a spin gap ac-
companied by the ordering of the field ws with vacuum ex-
pectation value ^ws&50 leads to a complete suppression of
the spin-density-wave ~SDW!, bond-located SDW ~Bd-
SDW!, and triplet superconductivity ~TS! instabilities. The
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charge-density-wave ~CDW!, dimer, and singlet supercon-
ducting ~SS! instabilities survive and show a power-law de-
cay at large distances:

^DCDW~x !DCDW~x8!&;^Ddimer~x !Ddimer~x8!&

;ux2x8u2Kc*, ~26!

^DSS~x !DSS~x8!&;ux2x8u21/Kc*, ~27!

where Kc* is the fixed-point value of the parameter Kc . For
U ,W,0, Kc*.1 and the SS instability dominates in the
ground state.

Note that, at W50 or U50, Kc*51 and the CDW,
Dimer, and SS correlations show an identical power-law de-
cay at large distances. At W50 coexistence of the CDW and
superconducting instabilities in the ground state reflects the
high SU(2)^SU(2) symmetry of the half-filled Hubbard
model.29 In the case of the Penson-Kolb model (U50), due
to the charge-U~1! symmetry of the pair-hopping term, there

FIG. 1. The ground-state phase diagram of the one-dimensional
Penson-Kolb-Hubbard model at half-filling. The dot-dashed line
marks a transition into the hp-superconducting phase. Solid lines
separate different phases: A: BCS-h0-superconductor-singlet super-
conducting phase exhibiting a continuous evolution with increasing
uUu/t and/or uWu/t from the standard BCS limit into the local pair
h0 state. B: CDW ~LRO! long-range-ordered ~LRO! charge density
wave phase. C: Dimer-LRO dimerized ~Peierls! phase. D: CDW
1Bd-SDW-insulating phase with an identical power-law decay of
CDW and bond-located SDW correlations. E: SDW1Dimer-
insulating phase with an identical power-law decay of spin-density-
wave and Peierls correlations.
8-4
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is no symmetry reason which guarantees scaling to the SU~2!
invariant fixed point Kc*51. As was shown by Affleck and
Marston, the higher-order renormalization group ~RG! cor-
rections give Kc*.1, indicating the dominating character of
the SS instability in the ground state of the half-filled PK
model for arbitrary W,0.22

B. UË0, 0ËWËÀUÕ2: MsÅ0, kwslÄ0, McÅ0, kwclÄApÕ8Kc;
the CDW sector

For W.0 the commensurability gap in the charge degrees
of freedom opens. For 0,W,2U/2 the spin sector remains
massive. Ordering of the field ws with vacuum expectation
value ^ws&50 leads to a complete supression of the SDW,
Bd-SDW, and TS instabilities. Ordering of the field wc with
vacuum expectation value ^wc&5Ap/8Kc leads to a supres-
sion of the SS and dimer correlations. The CDW correlations
show a true long-range order,

^DCDW~x !DCDW~x8!&;const, ~28!

in the ground state. Therefore in this sector of the phase
diagram the system displays the properties of the CDW in-
sulator.

C. UÌ0, 0ËUËÀ2W: MsÅ0, kwslÄ0, McÅ0, kwclÄ0; the
Peierls (dimerized) sector

Ordering of the field ws with vacuum expectation value
^ws&50 leads to a complete supression of the SDW, Bd-
SDW, and TS instabilities. Ordering of the field wc with
vacuum expectation value ^wc&50 leads to a supression of
the SS and CDW correlations. The dimer correlations show a
true long-range order,

^Ddimer~x !Ddimer~x8!&;const, ~29!

in the ground state. Therefore in this sector of the phase
diagram the system is a dimerized ~Peierls! insulator.

D. WÌ0, À2WËUË2W: MsÄ0, Ks*Ä1, McÅ0, kwclÄApÕ8Kc;
the (CDW¿Bd-SDW) sector

The generation of a gap in the charge excitation spectrum,
accompanied by the ordering of the field wc with vacuum
expectation value ^wc&5Ap/8Kc, leads to a supression of
the superconducting, SDW, and dimer ordering. The CDW
and Bd-SDW correlations show a power-law decay at large
distances:

^DCDW~x !DCDW~x8!&;^DBd-SDW~x !DBd-SDW~x8!&

;ux2x8u21. ~30!

Therefore this sector of the phase diagram corresponds to the
insulating phase with coexisting CDW and Bd-SDW insta-
bilities.

E. UÌ2zWz: MsÄ0, Ks*Ä1, McÅ0, kwclÄ0; the (SDW¿dimer)
sector

The generation of a gap in the charge excitation spectrum,
accompanied by the ordering of the field wc with vacuum
expectation value ^wc&50, leads to a suppression of the su-
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perconducting, CDW, and Bd-SDW correlations. The SDW
and dimer correlations show a power-law decay at large dis-
tances:

^DSDW~x !DSDW~x8!&;^Ddimer~x !Ddimer~x8!&

;ux2x8u21. ~31!

Therefore this sector of the phase diagram corresponds to the
antiferromagnetic insulating phase with coexisting SDW and
Peierls instabilities.

B. Non-half-filled band case

Away from half-filling and for U,0 the weak-coupling
phase diagram of the PKH model consists of the following
two sectors.

A1. U¿2WË0: MsÅ0, kwslÄ0, McÄ0, KcÌ1; the singlet
superconducting sector

In this sector of coupling constants the SDW, Bd-SDW,
and TS instabilities are suppressed. The CDW, dimer, and SS
instabilities show a power-law decay at large distances:

^DCDW~x !DCDW~x8!&;^Ddimer~x !Ddimer~x8!&

;ux2x8u2Kc, ~32!

^DSS~x !DSS~x8!&;ux2x8u21/Kc. ~33!

For U52W,0, Kc.1 and the SS instability dominates in
the ground state.

B1. U¿2WÐ0: MsÄ0, Ks*Ä1, McÄ0, KcË1; the metallic
Luttinger-liquid sector

Both the charge and the spin excitations are gapless. All
correlations show a power-law decay in the infrared limit.
However, as far as Kc,1, the superconducting correlations

^DSS~x !DSS~x8!&.^DTS~x !DTS~x8!&;ux2x8u2121/Kc

~34!

decay faster then the density-density correlations

^D i~x !D i~x8!&;ux2x8u212Kc, ~35!

where i[CDW,SDW,Dimer,Bd-SDW . Therefore in this sec-
tor the ground state of the PKH model shows properties of
the Luttinger-liquid phase with a weakly dominating ten-
dency towards the density-density-type ordering.

To summarize this section, we have presented the weak-
coupling ground-state phase diagram for the one-
dimensional ~1D! PKH model ~see Fig. 2!. We have shown
that the model has a very rich phase diagram including, at
half-filling, the singlet-superconducting phase (U ,W,0)
and four different insulating phases corresponding to the
Mott antiferromagnet (U.2uWu), the Peierls dimerized in-
sulator (0,U,22W) and the CDW insulator (W.0,U,
22W), and an unconventional insulating phase character-
ized by the coexistence of the CDW and the bond-located
staggered magnetization Bd-SDW (W.0,U,2uWu). The
possibility of bond-located ordering results from the site-off-
8-5
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diagonal nature of the pair-hopping term and is a special
feature of the half-filled band case.25 Away from half-filling
the phase diagram consists of the singlet-superconducting
phase (U12W,0) and the metallic Luttinger-liquid phase
(U12W.0).

Note the absence of the hp-superconducting phase in the
weak-coupling phase diagram. This results from the finite-
bandwidth nature of this transition. However, the W→2W
asymmetry of the PKH model as well as the very presence of
an additional instability in the system at W;t is clearly
traced in the additive renormalization of the Fermi velocity
~bandwidth! by the pair-hopping term ~15!. Since the transi-
tion into the hp-paired phase takes place at W/t;1, where
the continuum-limit RG analysis breaks down, in the forth-
coming section we address the study of this transition by
using of exact Lanczos diagonalizations for chains up to L
512 sites.

III. NUMERICAL STUDIES

In this section using exact diagonalizations studies for
chains up to L512 sites we study the transition into the
hp-superconducting phase.

Because the W↔2W asymetry of the phase diagram is
connected to two different possibilities for Bose condensa-
tion of Cooper pairs with momentum Q50 and Q5p , it is
convenient to rewrite the Hamiltonian ~2! in momentum
space as

H522t(
k ,s

ck ,s
† ck ,s cos~k !1(

Q
V~Q !AQ

† AQ . ~36!

Here V(Q)5U12W cos(Q) and

FIG. 2. The ground-state phase diagram of the one-dimensional
Penson-Kolb-Hubbard model for nÞ1/2. The dot-dashed line
marks the transition into the hp-superconducting phase. The solid
line separates the superconducting phase ~A1! from the Luttinger
metal phase ~B1! characterized by an identical power law decay of
the SDW, CDW, Bd-SDW, and dimer correlations.
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AQ
† 5

1
AL (

k
ck ,↑
† cQ2k ,↓

† ~37!

is the creation operator for a pair of electrons with opposite
spins and total momentum Q.

As far as the total momentum of the system Q tot is con-
served, one can treat each Q sector of the Hilbert space in-
dependently. Since the ground state belongs to the sectors
with Q tot50 or Q tot5p , we restrict ourselves to these sec-
tors only. Let us first consider the simplest case: two particles
with opposite spins on the lattice and U50. At W50 the
ground-state energy is E0524t and the total momentum is
Q tot50. The probability to find an on-site pair in the ground
state is 1/L . Eigenstates in the Q tot5p sector correspond to
the highly excited states with energy E50. At uWu/t→` the
h0 pair given by the wave function A0

†u0& has the energy
Eh0

52W while the hp pair given by the wave function
Ap

† u0& has the energy Ehp
522W . Therefore, for W,0, the

ground state always remains in Q tot50 subspace and its en-
ergy continuously varies from 24t(W50) to 22uWu(uW
u@t). The probability to find an on-site pair increases con-
tinuously up to 1(uWu/t→`). In contrast, for W.0, the en-
ergy of an h0-paired state goes to Eh0

52W.0 while the
energy of an hp-paired state Ehp

522W,0. Thus, with in-
creasing W/t , at some critical value of the pair-hopping cou-
pling Wc.0, the total momentum of the system in the
ground state should change from Q tot50 to Q tot5p . In the
Q tot5p sector the contribution of the one-particle hopping
term to the energy vanishes. Below we will refer to this
phenomenon as the collapse of a one-particle band. On the
other hand, the contribution of the delocalization energy for
an hp pair is equal to 22W . Therefore one can roughly
estimate the critical value to be Wc.22t .

As we show below, the picture remains qualitatively simi-
lar in the case of many-particle systems and UÞ0. The es-
sence of the transition into an hp-paired state consists of a
collapse of the one-particle band and the creation of a
strongly correlated two-particle h-pair band.

We start with the W/t dependence of the ground-state
energy for different U<0. In Fig. 3 we have plotted the
ground-state energy of the L510 chain at half-filling as a
function of W/t , for selected values of U/t . We clearly ob-
serve a different behavior of the ground-state energy for W
.0 and W,0. For W,0 the ground-state energy continu-
ously approaches the XY model in the limit uWu→` . Using
the Jordan-Wigner transformation the ground-state energy of
the XY model is easily found as

Eg .s .
XY 52 (

k<kF
2uWucos~k !, ~38!

which for an infinite system leads to

Eg .s .
XY /Ne522uWu/p . ~39!

There is no trace of any additional transition for W,0, in
agreement with the density-matrix RG ~DMRG! results for
U50.23 However, for W.0, the ground-state energy shows
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a nonmonotonic behavior. We observe that above some criti-
cal value of the pair-hopping coupling Wc the energy is al-
ready almost linear in W and approaches the ground-state
energy of the XY model. Hence for W.Wc the one-particle
hopping term is almost frozen out. This change of behavior is
attributed to the transition to the hp-superconducting state.18
An accurate definition for Wc will be given below; however,
the numerical data presented in Fig. 3 already clearly indi-
cate the renormalization of the critical value of the pair-
hopping coupling Wc by the on-site Hubbard attraction. At
U50, Wc.1.8t ,18 and it reduces to Wc.0.4t at U/t528.

The critical value of the pair-hopping amplitude corre-
sponding to the transition into an hp-superconducting state
Wc is straightforward to find when the number of electrons is
Ne52(2n11). The level crossing phenomenon is generic in
this case. In Fig. 4~a! we have plotted the lowest-energy
levels in each sectors Q tot50 and Q tot5p as a function of
W/t in the case of a half-filled L510 chain and for U/t5
24. Indeed, in this case we observe a well-defined transition
from the Q50 to the Q5p sector at Wc50.625t . At the
same value we observe @see inset in Fig. 4~a!# a singularity in
the behavior of the generalized stiffness ~GS!,

x~W !52]2E0 /]W2uU5const ,

due to the presence of a kink in the ground-state energy
E0(W) at the point where the lowest-energy levels in sectors
Q tot50 and Q tot5p cross each other. When the number of
electrons is Ne54n the ground state of the system always
remains in the sector of momentum space with Q tot50. In
Fig. 4~b! we have plotted the ground-state energy of the half-
filled PKH model for L512. The insets show the anomaly in
the behavior of the generalized stiffness x(W) at the same
value Wc50.625t as in the case of L510 chain. This clearly
indicates the irrelevance of the finite-size effects already for
L510 in the considered case U/t524. We define the criti-
cal value of the pair-hopping amplitude corresponding to the
transition into the hp-paired state at the point where x ex-
hibits a singularity.

FIG. 3. Ground-state energy of the L510 chain at half-filling, as
a function of W/t , for U/t50,22,24,26,28. The corresponding
symbols are indicated in the figure. The dot-dashed line represents
the ground-state energy of the pure XY model ~38! ~i.e., U50) for
L510 sites.
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Another way to visualize this transition is to show the
pairing phenomenon in real space and in momentum space.
The corresponding quantities are the expectation values to
find an on-site pair,

Prs5
1
L (

n51

L

^rn↑rn↓&,

and the momentum-space pairing probability

Pms~Q !5^AQ
† AQ&.

The Prs distribution is shown in Fig. 5. For W,0 the
pairs appear continuously in the system. In the opposite case
W.0 and for arbitrary U,0, the almost fully paired state is
realized in the ground state of the half-filled PKH model for
a finite value of the pair-hopping amplitude W.Wc . How-
ever, it should be stressed that due to the quasibosonic char-
acter of the pairs, the weight of unpaired particles remains
very small but finite even for W@Wc .

In order to clarify the nature of the superconducting
phases corresponding to W.0 and W,0, respectively, we

FIG. 4. ~a! Lowest energy vs W/t calculated in the Q tot50
~open squares! and Q tot5p ~open circles! subspaces in the case of
a half-filled L510 chain at U/t524. The inset shows the singu-
larity in the generalized stiffness x(W)52]2E0(W)/]W2 at Wc
.0.625t . ~b! Ground-state energy vs W/t for a half-filled L512
chain at U/t524. The inset in ~b! shows the singularity in x(W).
8-7
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show in Fig. 6 the momentum-space pairing probability
Pms(Q) as a function of W/t , for U/t524 for the L510
chain at half-filling. For W,0 the distribution Pms(Q) has a
peak at Q50. The weight of this peak continuously in-
creases with uWu/t→` . The probability to find a p pair is
almost zero. At W.0, Pms(Q50) continuously decreases
and becomes almost zero at W.Wc . However, at W.Wc
we observe a drastic change of Pms(Q). The strong peak at
Q5p appears spontaneously in the distribution Pms(Q).
The probability to find a Cooper pair with center-of-mass
momentum Q5p quickly approaches its limiting value cor-
responding to the case W/t5` . The data presented in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6 clearly show the hp ordering at W.Wc .

The transition into the hp-paired state occurs also away
from half-filling. In Fig. 7 we have plotted Prs as a function
of W/t for various values of the parameter U/t calculated for
the L512 chain and two particular band-fillings Ne/2L
50.25 and Ne/2L50.33. As we observe, in contrast to the
half-filled case, the transition is now very sharp.

FIG. 5. The real-space pairing probability Prs of the L510
chain at half-filling, as a function of W/t , for U/t50,22,24,26,
28. The corresponding symbols are explained in the figure. The
dot-dashed line represents the expectation value to find an on-site
pair for the fully paired state @Prs5Ne /(2L)#.

FIG. 6. The distribution Pms(Q)5^AQ
† AQ& vs W/t for the half-

filled PKH chain (L510) at U524t .
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In order to show the finite-bandwidth nature of the tran-
sition into an hp-superconducting state in Fig. 8 we have
plotted the momentum distribution

^nk&5(
s

^cks
† cks&

in the ground state of the L510 half-filled PKH chain as a
function of the parameter W/t at U/t524. In the case of an
attractive Hubbard model (W50,U524t) the momentum
distribution in the ground state has a shape of the standard
Fermi distribution: the states with uku,kF5p/2 are almost
completely occupied, while the states with uku.kF5p/2 are
almost empty. In the case of W,0 the momentum distribu-
tion remains qualitatively unchanged. With increasing uWu/t
the distribution ^nk& in a monotonic way approaches its lim-
iting behavior ^nk&51 at uWu/t5` .

FIG. 7. Real-space pairing probability Prs vs W/t for various
values of the parameter U/t for L512, Ne58 ~open symbols! and
Ne56 ~solid symbols!. The dot-dashed lines represent the expecta-
tion values to find an on-site pair for the fully paired state @Prs
5Ne /(2L)#.

FIG. 8. ^nk& distribution for different values of the parameter
W/t , in the case of a half-filled L510 chain for U/t524. The
corresponding symbols are explained in the figure.
8-8
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At W.0 the standard shape in the momentum distribu-
tion remains for 0,W,Wc ; however, at W.Wc.0.625t
we observe an abrupt change in the momentum distribution.
For W.Wc ^nk&.1 for all k. States with different momenta
are almost equally occupied by electrons. There is no trace of
the Fermi distribution. As far as states with momentum k and
p2k are almost equally occupied after the transition, the
contribution of the one-electron band to the ground-state en-
ergy is almost completely supressed. The ground-state energy
of the system becomes linear in W. Therefore we conclude
that the transition into an hp-superconducting state corre-
sponds to destruction of the single-electron conduction band
and the creation of a strongly correlated hp-pair band.

Figure 9 shows the overlap integrals between the exact
ground states of the Hubbard model uc0

Hub&5uU ,W50& and
of the PKH model uc0

PKH&5uU ,W& as a function of the pair-
hopping coupling for the same values of the Hubbard inter-
action (U52 and U528 inset.! The difference from the
continuous Kosterlitz-Thouless-type ~which is easily studied
within the weak-coupling analysis! nature of the transitions
into the hp phase is clearly seen from this data. At U
52t (U528t) there occurs a transition at Wc52.7t (Wc
50.3t) into a state which is orthogonal to that of the Hub-
bard model with the same U. In contrast, at W,Wc the
ground state changes continuously with W. From this we
conclude ~in agreement with results of mean-field studies19!
that the transition into the hp-superconducting phase is of
first order.

Since the transition into an hp-paired state is connected
with the formation of a hp-pair ~doublon! band, after the
transition the characteristic length scale in the system j.0.
Therefore the finite-size effects are very weak. In Fig. 10 we
have plotted Wc vs U calculated for the half-filled chain with
L56,8,10,12. The inset in Fig. 10 shows the finite-size be-
havior of the parameter Wc at U522t . As can be seen in
this figure the finite-size effects have only a very weak influ-
ence on the critical value.

FIG. 9. Overlap integrals of the exact diagonalization ground
states of the half-filled (L510) Hubbard model uU ,W50& and the
PKH model uU ,W& as a function of W and U52t and U528t
~inset!.
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IV. SUMMARY

To summarize, in this paper we have studied the ground-
state phase diagram of the one-dimensional Penson-Kolb-
Hubbard model using the continuum-limit field theory ap-
proach and finite system numerical studies. We have shown
that the model has a very rich phase diagram including, at
half-filling ~see Fig. 1!, two different superconducting phases
and four different insulating phases corresponding to the
singlet-superconducting phase (U ,W,0) with BCS-type
pairing at uUu,uWu!t , monotonically evolving into the local-
pair h0-superconducting phase with U/t and/or W/t ap-
proaching 2`; the hp-superconducting phase @W.Wc(U)
.0#; the Mott antiferromagnet (U.2uWu) phase, the Peierls
dimerized insulator (0,U,22W); the CDW insulator (W
.0,U,22W); the unconventional insulating phase charac-
terized with coexistence of the CDW and bond-located stag-
gered magnetization Bd-SDW (W.0,U,2uWu).

Away from half-filling ~see Fig. 2! the phase diagram con-
sists of the singlet-superconducting phase @W,
min$2U/2,Wc(U)%], and the metallic Luttinger-liquid ~LL!
phase @2U/2,W,Wc(U)# , and the hp-superconducting
phase @W.Wc(U).0# . With increasing on-site attraction
the LL phase shrinks, and at a critical value Uc , determined
by the condition Uc12Wc(Uc)50, only the critical line
Wc(U) remains for U,Uc . In this range of couplings the
transition from an h0 superconductor to an hp supercon-
ductor is realized. The critical value Wc(U) weakly depends
on the band-filling n displaying a nonmonotonic behavior: at
uUu/t!1 a slight decrease while at uUu/t@1 a slight increase
with increasing n .

The obtained phase diagram is in agreement with results
of previous studies based on the real-space renormalization
group method,17 the continuum-limit approach,25 and the
slave-boson mean-field method19 as well as for the particular
case of U50 with the results of numerical studies using
exact ~Lanczos! diagonalizations18 and DMRG studies.23

Using Lanczos diagonalization we have studied in detail
the transition into the hp-paired state. After the transition the

FIG. 10. The phase transition curve into an hp state for the
half-filled PKH chain with L56,8,10,12. The inset in figure shows
the finite-size behavior of the parameter Wc at U522t .
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on-site pairing probability sharply approaches its limiting
value corresponding to the case W/t5` and the
hp-superconducting correlations dominate in the system.
The transition corresponds to an abrupt change in the
ground-state structure. After the transition the single-electron
conduction band is completely destroyed and the strongly
correlated hp-pair ~doublon! band is established. The transi-
tion occurs at any band filling, the critical value Wc(U) de-
pends weakly on the band filling but is strongly renormalized
by the on-site Hubbard interaction: Wc(U) is linear in U for
uUu/t of the order of unity and is inversely proportional to
uUu, i.e., Wc(U).2t2/uUu for uUu/t@1. The DMRG studies
of the half-filled PK model (U50) show that the transition
into the hp phase is characterized by closing of a charge gap
and opening of a spin gap.22 We assume that the same be-
havior is characteristic for the half-filled PKH model for
014518
uUu;t . The detailed studies of the excitation spectrum of the
PKH model is under current consideration and will be pub-
lished elsewhere.

We believe that the above discussed phase diagram is ge-
neric for the Penson-Kolb-Hubbard model and will remain
unchanged in higher dimensions.
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